Take a P.E.W. – Pond Special Issue
All photographs  Tom Dixon

Broadway Parish Environment Warden
Welcome to this special edition of the Environment newsletter.
This issue is all about the revitalization of Varden’s Pond. It has long been recognized that the pond needed clearing
out to allow Nature to reassert herself following a period of heavy growth & the unwitting introduction of ornamental
carp, which decimated the indigenous insect life. This has now started – thanks to Mr. Motivator himself, Councilor
Twigg.
With the help of fellow councilor James Champion & the Environment Warden, Tom Dixon, a start was made on
clearing the inlet & outlet areas of the pond. Sounds easy? Well, it needed the brave wader clad Brian Twigg to
physically climb into the pond & cut the weed, while James & I dragged it out & onto the banks of the rhyne (drainage
ditch). It takes a surprising amount of time & effort to cut & haul the weed, which seems to grow in volume as it’s
removed!
The top picture shows the state of the pond in early
November before we started – the decision to clear the
inlet/outlet areas was based on generating a flow of water
to aid the oxygenation of the pond & let nature begin the
process of recovery. You can see from the picture to the
left, the intrepid Brian cutting & the tireless James
hauling the stuff out! (I did help when I wasn’t taking the
pictures…honest!)

Pondering what to do…
So what will happen once the clearing is completed?
The next step will be to drain the pond via the sluice gate at the Eastern end of the pond. This will enable us to catch the
alien fish safely & re-home them. Then, while it is still empty, the banks will be checked & straightened & many roots of the
invasive weed removed.
It is then intended to place a ‘permeable damn’ of boulders near the inlet – this will provide a barrier to the silt being washed
down the rhyne as well as a different & diverse habitat for plant & insect life to begin to colonize.
Under consideration is the reintroduction of an island in the center of the pond to provide safe nesting for birds as well as yet
another kind of habitat for aquatic flora & fauna. This will be decided at the Parish Council Meeting in early 2018.
The next step will be to research, select, purchase & plant a number of native species that are not too invasive (to facilitate
easier maintenance) & attractive to insects, birds, reptiles & small mammals. A list of selected plants will be posted in the
next newsletter.
Finally a notice board/information board will be erected to keep visitors informed of what can be seen in the newly
revitalized pond.
This will obviously take a lot of time & effort – any help you can give with time/physical help or donations of plants from
the list provided would be gratefully received.
More pictures of our progress are below & on the next page.
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Here you can see the progress & the cleared route from the inlet bridge to the outlet.
Many thanks to Brian & James (& me) for their hard work & thanks in advance to those who will be turning out in 2018 to
finish the job – please look for progress reports & working dates on the Broadway Village website
(www.broadwayparishcouncilsomerset.org.uk)…

